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Abstract: With the ubiquity of information networks and their broad applications, there have been
numerous studies on the construction, and mining of information networks in multiple disciplines,
including social network analysis, World-Wide Web, database systems, data mining, machine learn-
ing, and networked communication and information systems. However, large graphs may often be
disk resident, and such graphs cannot be efficiently processed. In this talk, we examine the issues
of on-line analytic processing, summarization and indexing of large graphs. Specifically, the prob-
lem of connectivity in the context of massive graphs is considered. In many large communication
networks, social networks and other graphs, it is desirable to determine the minimum-cut between
any pair of nodes. We will discuss how a connectivity index can be developed for a massive-disk
resident graph. A sampling based approach is deployed to create compressed representations of the
underlying graph. Trade-off between processing efficiency and accuracy will be shown.
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Conference on Data Mining. He was a member of the IEEE Data Engineering steering committee.
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